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inter airport Europe 2019: The world’s leading airport exhibition
presents digitalisation seminar for the first time
inter airport Europe, the International Exhibition for Airport Equipment, Technology, Design
and Services, takes place from 8 – 11 October 2019. A total of 658 exhibitors from 39
countries will present their latest developments and solutions for aircraft, passenger and
cargo handling, security and airport IT, architectural components as well as ground support
equipment at the Munich Trade Fair Centre in Germany. The most important exhibitor
countries, besides Germany, are France, the USA, Great Britain, Italy, the Netherlands,
China, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Denmark and Austria. With around 33,570 square
metres of net exhibition space, inter airport Europe 2019 has once again grown by around
5% in terms of stand space, compared to the previous event. A total of 13,854 visitors from
110 countries attended the exhibition in 2017.
Free inter airport Europe Digitalisation Seminar
At this year’s show, visitors can expect a comprehensive seminar programme for the first
time. The seminars will take place in hall C6 and are free to attend for all visitors. The
sessions and presenting companies cover a vast variety of topics regarding the digitalisation
of the airport over the four exhibition days.
First show day, 8 October 2019:
Airport IT: Systems and innovations for day-to-day operations
• Adveez, France: “Asset Management and optimisation at airports”
• Rittal GmbH & Co KG, Germany: “Modular scalable data centre solution for private
cloud applications”
• Inform GmbH, Germany: “myStaff – Operational flow on the go”
Second show day, 9 October 2019:
Airport development and design
• ADPi, France: “Lesser complexity in the development of your airports”
• Fraunhofer Institute IML Aviation Logistics, Germany: “EcoDesign – Sustainability in
Ground Operations”
• Vanderlande, Netherlands: “Enhancing end-to-end baggage logistics – technologies
that provide operational visibility, control and resilience”
• Electroair, Estonia: “Reducing pollution, noise and traffic using modern pit system
and electrical GPU solutions on the apron”
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Third show day: 10 October 2019:
IT developments in airside technology
• MC Solutions, Italy: “MIA: modular system for AVL services management and
Surface Guidance control”
• MSG Productions, Norway: “How can automated solutions increase efficiency and
also be sustainable?”
Fourth show day, 10 October 2019:
Drones and unmanned vehicles in airport operations
• Blumenbecker, Germany: “Digitalisation and Tracking of Ground Support
Equipment”
• Fraunhofer IML Aviation Logistics, Germany: “Picture of the Future – Automisation
opportunities in Ground Handling”
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The full list of sessions and companies participating in the Digitalisation Seminar is available
on the inter airport Europe website and can be marked in the show planner:
www.interairporteurope.com.
For the second time, visitors can expect an Outdoor Demonstration Area, where they can
test and drive airport vehicles themselves. New this year, there will also be an Indoor Demo
Area, adjacent to the Seminar Theatre, where equipment for an eco-friendly and modern
airport will be presented.
inter airport Europe 2019 covers all aspects of airport-related technology and services and is
therefore the must-attend-event for airport operators looking to upgrade their airports or stay
up-to-date with the latest innovations in the industry. The exhibition profile of inter airport
Europe comprises four exhibition categories: interRAMP (ground support equipment),
interTERMINAL (technical terminal installations and services), interDATA (specialised
hardware and software) and interDESIGN (architecture and furnishings). Several countries
will be represented with National Pavilions: Finland, France, Germany, Great Britain, North
America and the Netherlands.
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Important Visitor Tools and Information
The Online Show Preview contains hundreds of exhibitor profiles and product descriptions
and is available on the inter airport Europe website: www.interairporteurope.com. Users can
put together their individual Show Preview by filtering their favourite product entries by
categories and create their personalised preview.
The Online Show Planner helps visitors to plan their visit ahead of the show. Visitors can
search for the product categories or exhibitors they are most interested in and create their
individual results page ready for print out. The seminars can also be added to the show
planner.
inter airport Europe 2019 takes place at the Munich Trade Fair Centre in Germany in halls
B5, B6 and C6 as well as the spacious outdoor area, where large-scale exhibits such as deicers, push-back tractors, snow sweepers and fire fighting vehicles are displayed. Entrance
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to the show will be via the entrances East (Ost) and Northeast (Nordost) of the Munich Trade
Fair Centre in Germany.
The exhibition centre is easily accessible by air, road and public transport. For the duration
of the exhibition, regular shuttle busses will run between Munich International Airport and the
show grounds. From Munich’s main station, there is an underground train (U2) which goes
straight to the Munich Trade Fair Centre. Plenty of parking spaces are also available at
Entrance East.
The opening times of inter airport Europe 2019 are from 8 October to 10 October 2019, from
9.00 to 17:00hrs and on 11 October 2019 from 9.00 to 15.00hrs.
Tickets for inter airport Europe are now available to purchase via the Online Ticket Shop at
favourable prices. The price for a day ticket via the Online Ticket Shop is €42 instead of €52
on-site; the price for a season ticket online is €62 instead of €72 on-site. Season tickets are
valid for all four exhibition days.
Further up-to-date information on inter airport Europe is available on the show website:
www.interairporteurope.com.
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